Get crafty with some environmentally-inspired DIY projects! Transform your old T-shirts into fun, reusable shopping totes or create homemade stationary by making biodegradable seed paper.

We've all heard of New Year's resolutions, but what about Earth Month resolutions? Create a checklist with some short term and long term goals, or jot down some eco-minded ideas so you can treat every day like Earth Day.
Nothing like an early morning hike and litter clean to celebrate the last day of Earth Month! Whether you’re hitting the trail with friends or off on a solo stroll in the city, it’s a great way to get exercise and help keep our planet beautiful. #SustainabilityMadePossible

Great Minds Talk: How Far to Low-carbon Living?

We believe that technology is not in opposition to nature, but a part of nature,” says Tao Jingwen, Huawei’s Director of the Board and Director of the Corporate Sustainable Development Committee. #SustainabilityMadePossible #Tech4Nature

Have old outdoor gear, toys, or clothes that you’re looking to replace? Host a neighborhood clothing or toy swap. This is a great way to find a new home for items you’re looking to part with, snag some “new” goods, and reduce waste. #SustainabilityMadePossible